In each instance noted above, Inspector Lyle issued
his citations because the status change forms which were
in fact filed by the respondent's representative on
October 18, 19, and 25, 1982, reported that the mechanized
mining units in questions were either "nonproducing" or
"abandoned"   when in fact MSHA had reason to believe they
were operational and producing coal.  MSHA's support for
its assertion that the units were producing coal came from
a search and review of certain company production records
apparently volunteered to Inspector Smith, as well as certain
MSHA records indicating that dust samples were not filed
for the units in question, or that the respondent was out
of compliance during certain sampling cycles.  In short,
MSHA's position seems to be that (1) the mechanized units
reported as nonproducing or abandoned were in fact producing,
and (2) the respondent here has filed erroneous reports.
Respondent's defense to the violations is based on
its assertions that the cited mining units in question were
not technically in production, but were somehow "temporarily
abandoned" or on "standby" to be used periodically when
the need arose.  Respondent advanced the argument that the
term "nonproducing" means the same as "abandoned,." and that
it did not report the status changes in question because it
did not know for sure whether any particular unit would
be permanently abandoned or simply idled while other mine
work was being done (Tr. 63, 65).
Respondent's dust technician Dennis Travis, the
individual who filed the reports in question, as well as
respondent's trial representative William Craft, conceded
that the failure to file the required changes within the three-
day regulatory period when the sections in question were
in fact in production constituted violations of section
70.220 (Tr. 60-66; 92-95? 106-107; 117-119).
From the record in this case, I am convinced that the
respondent contested the citations because it believed
that MSHA's enforcement office acted arbitrarily when it
subjected the citations to the "special assessments"
procedures.  Respondent's testimony in its defense suggests
that Mr. Travis may have been misled into believing that
the status reports could be filed when he filed them, and
that contrary to MSHA's position, Mr. Travis acted reasonably
and in good faith.  However, these are mitigating circumstances,
and when taken in conjunction with other mitigating circumstances
as discussed below, may be considered by me in the assessment
of civil penalties for the violations.  However, it seems
clear that these mitigating circumstances may not serve
as an absolute defense to the citations, nor may they serve
as a basis for outright dismissal of the citations.
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